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METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Determining forward speed from accelerometer jiggle in aquatic
environments
David E. Cade1,§, Kelly R. Barr*,1, John Calambokidis2, Ari S. Friedlaender3,‡ and Jeremy A. Goldbogen1

ABSTRACT
How fast animals move is critical to understanding their energetic
requirements, locomotor capacity and foraging performance, yet
current methods for measuring speed via animal-attached devices
are not universally applicable. Here, we present and evaluate a new
method that relates forward speed to the stochastic motion of
biologging devices as tag jiggle, the amplitude of the tag vibrations as
measured by high sample rate accelerometers, increases
exponentially with increasing speed. We successfully tested this
method in a flow tank using two types of biologging devices and
in situ on wild cetaceans spanning ∼3 to >20 m in length using two
types of suction cup-attached tag and two types of dart-attached tag.
This technique provides some advantages over other approaches
for determining speed as it is device-orientation independent and
relies only on a pressure sensor and a high sample rate
accelerometer, sensors that are nearly universal across biologging
device types.
KEY WORDS: High sample rate noise, Energetic costs, Flow noise,
Tag jiggle, Biologging

INTRODUCTION

The forward speed of an organism is a fundamental link between
physiology, energy expenditure and ecology across a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales (Tucker, 1970), yet accurately and
consistently measuring speed in natural environments has proven
difficult. An accurate understanding of speed reflects an animal’s
locomotor performance (Domenici, 2001), energetic costs
(Claireaux et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2010; Videler, 1993;
Watanabe et al., 2011) and behavioral state (Aoki et al., 2012;
Goldbogen et al., 2006), and also aids in 3D track reconstructions
(Laplanche et al., 2015; Wilson and Wilson, 1988). In terrestrial
environments, speed can be measured accurately using
georeferencing techniques (e.g. von Hünerbein et al., 2000;
Weimerskirch et al., 2002). However, global positioning systems
(GPS) do not work underwater; thus, in aquatic environments,
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forward speed must be measured using multi-sensor, animal-borne
tags (Aoki et al., 2012; Fletcher et al., 1996; Sato et al., 2003;
Shepard et al., 2008; Wilson and Achleitner, 1985). While these
devices have been successful in various contexts, all exhibit
disadvantages including high-drag equipment (Kawatsu et al.,
2009), orientation constraints (Chapple et al., 2015), a dependence
on water clarity (Shepard et al., 2008), and unknown sensor
responses within variable flow regimes (Wilson and Achleitner,
1985).
The most direct way to measure speed in aquatic environments is
to measure an animal’s change in depth when horizontal motion is
small. If an animal’s forward motion with respect to the horizontal
plane is equivalent to its pitch, speed can be calculated from an
orientation-corrected depth rate (OCDR) (Miller et al., 2004) as:
OCDR ¼ Ddepth  sinð pitchÞ1  Dtime1 :

ð1Þ

However, this metric can only be relied on when pitch is
accurately determined and sufficiently steep, so these periods are
commonly used to perform in situ calibrations for other speed
metrics that can then be used to estimate speed for the duration of the
device deployment (e.g. Blackwell et al., 1999; Goldbogen et al.,
2006; Miller et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2003). One such method relies
on the observation that the amplitude of flow noise recorded by a
hydrophone increases exponentially with speed (Finger et al.,
1979). In situ flow noise measurements are typically regressed
against OCDR at high pitch, and then the calibration curve is
applied to the entire time series (e.g. Fletcher et al., 1996;
Goldbogen et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2009). This method is
limited by errors at high and low speed (Goldbogen et al., 2006),
errors associated with imperfect regression relationships, and relies
on devices with higher battery and memory requirements than other
onboard sensors.
Here, we describe an alternative speed estimation method that
relies only on a pressure sensor and high sample rate accelerometers
(>40 Hz) which are now commonplace in animal-attached tags.
Accelerometers have been deployed on swimming animals from
diverse taxa including birds (Noda et al., 2016), cartilaginous fish
(Gleiss et al., 2011), bony fish (Wright et al., 2014), cnidarians
(Fossette et al., 2015), pinnipeds (Ydesen et al., 2014), and both
small (Wisniewska et al., 2016) and large cetaceans (Goldbogen
et al., 2006). When moving through a dense medium like water at
speeds above ∼1 m s−1, an accelerometer will record the continuous
jiggling motion that results from passing through a turbulent flow
(Movies 1 and 2). We demonstrate the jiggle method using data from
three types of multi-sensor tags deployed on cetaceans and also test
the method in a flow tank. Our data suggest that in addition to
broader applicability, the jiggle method is robust to tag orientation
differences and has smaller regression-associated error than the flow
noise method.
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The jiggle method can be implemented using Matlab v2013b
or later (www.mathworks.com) code available at https://purl.
stanford.edu/gd922zq9141. The method was developed from the
observation that the amplitude of stochastic tag motion increases
exponentially with increasing speed (Fig. 1), and this tag motion
is measured continuously by the device’s accelerometers.
Accelerometers measure a combination of both specific (dynamic)
and gravity-related (static) acceleration, but speed cannot be
determined directly by integrating acceleration as small errors in
calibration and tag orientation aggregate when integration of
measured quantities is attempted, and because separating the two
forms of acceleration is prone to error (Van Hees et al., 2013; Ware
et al., 2016). Instead of estimating speed from acceleration, the
jiggle method regresses the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of
accelerometer motion along three axes against speed calculated
using OCDR. We then use these regression equations to estimate
speed for a given jiggle magnitude across the entire dataset.
The accelerometer jiggle amplitude along each axis is calculated
using the function TagJiggle.m by bandpass filtering the magnitude
of the high-frequency accelerometer signal using a 128 point
symmetric finite impulse response (FIR) filter. A bandpass filter
was used for consistency across deployments with up to an 800 Hz
sampling rate. However, as most energy in the signal was in the
lower frequencies, a high-pass filter could be used for most
applications. The most robust filter was determined experimentally.
For general use, a 10–90 Hz bandpass filter gives broadly consistent
results but the upper limit should be less than the Nyquist frequency
(half the sampling rate). The filtered vector is binned (default is ½
second) and centered on each sampling point, and the accelerometer
jiggle RMS amplitude (J ) of each bin is calculated on a dB scale
relative to the accelerometer units.
Like any device that estimates speed based on water movement
around an animal, different locations of the device on the animal and
the size/shape of the animal itself will lead to different flow
conditions and different water velocities at each tag location (Fiore
et al., 2017; Schetz and Fuhs, 1999). Thus, calibration in a flow tank
is not solely sufficient for speed estimation using any currently
existing method, and an in situ calibration must be performed for
every deployment. The function SpeedFromRMS.m (available at:
https://purl.stanford.edu/gd922zq9141), which can also be used to
calculate relationships for other speed metrics (e.g. flow noise), uses
OCDR at high pitch angles (default |pitch|>45 deg) as the known
speed values, and allows the user to graphically adjust the default
parameters to provide greater thresholds for pitch and depth to
increase the accuracy of OCDR. The function also allows the user
to exclude periods of high roll rate which, for large animals like the
baleen whales in this study with a body diameter of 3 m rolling at
40 deg s−1 (Segre et al., 2016), could potentially add to the overall
speed experienced by the tag in a non-forward direction.
Biologging devices attached with suction cups are periodically
subject to sliding on the animal’s body surface, and in the process
the tag may adopt a new orientation. To account for this,
SpeedFromRMS.m calculates a separate curve for each userdefined period of tag orientation within a deployment. For each
section, the script calculates a coefficient of determination (R 2) and
produces plots of jiggle RMS amplitude versus OCDR (Fig. 1A) as
well as plots of time versus speed calculated from accelerometer
jiggle, time versus speed from OCDR, and time versus depth.
When deriving the regression equation, better R 2 are obtained by
calculating OCDR across several sample points. Commonly, 1 s
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Fig. 1. Accelerometer jiggle during a blue whale (bw14_212a) feeding
dive. (A) Jiggle amplitude regressed against periods of orientation-corrected
depth rate (OCDR) when |pitch|>45 deg. (B) Sampling at 250 Hz: the
accelerometer signal in all three axes increases in amplitude during descent
and ascent and preceding each lunge feeding event. Accelerometer signals
are deviations from a 0.4 s running mean of each axis. Speed was smoothed
with a 1 s running mean filter. (C) A 250 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) with
25% overlap of the y-axis accelerometer signal, calculated and displayed using
Triton (Wiggins, 2003).

bins are used (e.g. Miller et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2003), but the
Matlab scripts allow for flexibility in bin size and the user could
choose to match OCDR bin size with jiggle amplitude bin size.
Although speed can be calculated from an exponential regression of
the accelerometer jiggle along any individual axis or multiple
(orthogonal) axes, better results were obtained using a multi-variate,
exponential regression across all axes. SpeedFromRMS.m employs
the Matlab function fitnlm.m with robust fitting options such that:
2
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OCDR ¼ a  ebðc1  Jx þc2  Jy þc3  Jz Þ ;

ð2Þ

where a and b are exponential regression coefficients, Jx, Jy and Jz
are the jiggle amplitude of each axis, and c1, c2 and c3 are restricted
to the range [0 1] and represent the corresponding contributions of
each axis to the overall regression equation. For each section of tag
orientation, all five coefficients may vary. An R 2, the 95%
confidence interval, and 68% and 95% prediction intervals for the
resulting regression curve are calculated from standard exponential
regression of J on OCDR, where:
J ¼ c1  Jx þ c2  Jy þ c3  Jz :

ð3Þ

Finally, the regression equation is applied to J for all time points
such that the resulting speed vector matches the length and sampling
frequency of the original data (Figs 1–3).
In vitro tests

Utilizing suction cups designed for deployment on cetacean skin,
we attached three types of CATS (Customized Animal Tracking
Solutions) video tags (Cade et al., 2016; Goldbogen et al., 2017)
with sampling rates of 40, 400 and 800 Hz and an Acousonde
(Burgess, 2009) sampling at 400 Hz to the bottom of a recirculating
flow tank (Movie 1) with an 18 cm×18 cm cross-sectional area. The
devices were exposed to known incrementally increasing flow rates
of 0.3 to 3.1 m s−1 for periods of 1 min at each speed (Fig. S1). Data
were collected with the tags positioned in four orientations:
(A) directly against the flow, (B) directly with the flow,
(C) angled against the flow and (D) directly against the flow with
only the front two suction cups attached (Fig. S2). The flow tank was
controlled with a motor operating at known revolutions per minute
(RPM) and the speed at each RPM setting was measured using a
Höntzsch flowtherm NT flowmeter (www.hoentzsch.com/en/) at
the location where the tag would be placed. The motor generated up
to 0.12 m s−1 variation in flow speed at each RPM setting, so the
median flow tank speed was regressed against the linearized mean of
the corresponding RMS value of the accelerometer jiggle. As the
flow tank itself vibrated during the trials (Fig. S1B), the tag was also
attached to the outside of the tank and the accelerometer jiggle was
calculated at each speed. The amplitudes of the tank vibrations were
linearly subtracted from the values recorded in the flow before
regressions were calculated (Fig. S2).
The coefficient of determination of the exponential relationships
between accelerometer jiggle and flow tank speed (VF) was
calculated for each axis separately and for the overall magnitude
of the three accelerometer axes at each of the four tag positions using
a single variate version of Eqn 2:
VF ¼ a  ebJ :

ð4Þ

The correlations were run for J calculated from the accelerometer
jiggle at various frequency ranges (Fig. S3) and this was used to
determine both the range and axis that yielded the highest
correlation coefficient.
In situ tests

The accelerometer jiggle method was tested using data from four tag
types deployed on humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae
Borowski 1781), fin whales [Balaenoptera physalus (Linnaeus,
1758)], blue whales [Balaenoptera musculus (Linnaeus, 1758)] and
Risso’s dolphins [Grampus griseus (G. Cuvier 1812)] off the coast
of California. All tags were deployed from a 6 m rigid-hull
inflatable boat using a 6 m pole under National Marine Fisheries

Service permits 16111, 14534 or 14809 as well as institutional
IACUC protocols. Suction cup tags were either CATS video tags or
DTAGs (digital sound recording tags) (Johnson et al., 2009) and
medium duration dart-attached tags (Szesciorka et al., 2016) were
either Acousondes with a custom-modified base or modified TDR10 tags (Wildlife Computers, Redmond, WA, USA) with an
attached accelerometer and additional pressure sensor from CATS
(www.cats.is). Accelerometer sampling rates ranged from 40 to
790 Hz. Animal pitch and roll were calculated for DTAG
deployments using the DTAG tool kit (https://www.soundtags.
org/dtags/dtag-toolbox/) and for CATS and Acousonde
deployments using custom-written Matlab scripts (Cade et al.,
2016). Accelerometers for DTAGs, Acousondes and CATS
deployment mn161117-10 utilized a dynamic range of ±2 g, and
remaining CATS deployments recorded at ±4 g.
Accelerometer jiggle amplitudes for 23 baleen whale
deployments were calculated and regressed against OCDR at 13
frequency ranges to determine which filtering range consistently
gave the best results (Fig. S3). Using the 10–90 Hz frequency range,
forward speed was determined with both a univariate and a
multivariate regression on OCDR for 27 total deployments on all
species. The R 2 from a single regression relationship for the whole
deployment was compared with the weighted mean R 2 (mR 2) of
each tag orientation section. Filtering at 10 Hz removed gravityrelated acceleration signals associated with postural changes for our
deployments (Sato et al., 2007), but higher frequency floors could
also be employed without substantially reducing efficacy (Fig. S3,
Movie 2). For deployments with hydroacoustic data (21 of the 27
overall deployments), speed was additionally calculated from the
RMS amplitude of flow noise on the hydrophones (Goldbogen
et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2009). The acoustic noise in the 66–94 Hz
frequency band was calculated from 1 s bins around each data point,
and the RMS amplitude was regressed against OCDR using
SpeedFromRMS.m. For most varieties of biologging device, an
anti-aliasing, pre-digitization high-pass filter is applied to both
acoustic and accelerometer data – in the case of acoustics,
specifically to reduce flow noise – so care must be taken to
choose a frequency band that is not adversely affected by the
filtering.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The amplitude of tag jiggle predictably increased with forward
speeds greater than ∼1 m s−1 across all tag deployments and tag
types. We confirmed the jiggle–speed relationship in laboratory
experiments and we clarified the accelerometer axes and frequency
ranges (10–90 Hz) that provided the most robust predictors of speed
(Fig. S3, Eqn 2). The lower workable limit of the method was
deployment and tag specific with a mean (±s.d.) minimum detected
speed of 0.9±0.3 m s−1. At the upper limit, two deep-diving fin
whales with dart-attached Acousondes regularly exceeded 7 m s−1
on steep descents to 300 m with no apparent limitations in the
method. In comparison, a flow-noise method used previously in the
same species was limited to less than 5 m s−1 because of clipping on
the hydrophone (Goldbogen et al., 2006).
We observed a single case of accelerometer clipping that was not
associated with the tag breaking the water–air interface (Movie 2).
In this case, a humpback whale with a CATS video tag deployed
near the animal’s head, the dynamic range of the accelerometer was
set to its minimum value. The tri-axial tag jiggle method filtered at
10–90 Hz as described above resulted in an upper detection limit of
6.2 m s−1, but if we used a lower-amplitude 70–90 Hz frequency
band on only the y-axis signal (which was perpendicular to gravity
3

Implications

The method for determining speed from accelerometer jiggle has
several notable improvements over previous methods (i.e. flow
noise), but some limitations that were common to previous
techniques persist. Specifically, our analyses suggest that the
jiggle–speed method is: (1) resilient to changes in tag orientation,
(2) combines multiple metrics (three accelerometer axes) into a
single model (Eqn 2), (3) is less affected by ambient noises than the
flow noise method (Fig. 3), (4) has a high theoretical maximum
detection limit, (5) is calculated only from low-power sensors that
already exist on most devices, (6) is not subject to signal attenuation
from pre-digitization high-pass filtering, and (7) exhibits higher
model coefficients of determination (compared with flow noise) in
all tag deployments sampled higher than 50 Hz. In addition to the
ubiquity of accelerometers, the jiggle method has some advantages
over propeller-based speed sensors that are commonly analyzed at
1 Hz resolution (Miller et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2003), can stall at
both high and low speeds, must be properly oriented in the flow,
and, for deployments on animals in highly productive waters or
that dive near the sediment, are subject to clogging with
particulates.
Because of the potentially high dynamic range of accelerometers,
the jiggle method could potentially provide additional and direct
validation of the highest swimming speeds in apex predators like
sailfish (10 m s−1) (Marras et al., 2015), white sharks (11 m s−1)
(Martin and Hammerschlag, 2012) and pilot whales (9 m s−1)
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for the high-speed event), it reduced the effect of clipping on speed
determination (Movie 2). In the Risso’s dolphins, clipping was more
common, occurring in two of the four deployments with
accelerometers set to ±2 g for a total of 12.9 s out of 20.1 h of tag data.
Among all tag deployments and tag types, the jiggle amplitude
was correlated with OCDR regardless of whether our analysis
included data from individual or multiple accelerometer axes. For
most tags, the z-axis accelerometer data slightly improved results,
but the z-axis performed poorly in dart-attached tags (Fig. S3). The
highest correlations were found using a multi-variate exponential
model that included data from all three accelerometer axes (Eqn 2).
This method increased mR 2 by 0.11±0.07 (n=27) over the use of the
vector magnitude of the three axes. Contrary to the tags in the flow
tanks, for which including frequencies above 50 Hz did not improve
results, R 2 values of the correlation for in situ deployments
improved across tag types by including frequencies up to ∼90 Hz
(Fig. S3). This result implies that while the method can be used with
sample rates as low as 40 Hz, sampling at rates higher than 180 Hz
will improve speed estimation.
In 16 of 21 deployments where speed was also calculated from
flow noise, the jiggle amplitude had a stronger correlation with
OCDR, resulting in smaller prediction intervals (95% prediction
interval 0.20±0.28 m s−1 smaller), than flow noise. The average
difference between mR 2 values for the 21 deployments was 0.07±
0.11. Across all 27 in situ deployments, mR 2 for the jiggle method
was 0.82±0.09, while mean mR 2 for the flow noise method was
0.76±0.16. As a further test and comparison of these methods, we
analyzed data from a CATS tag (sampling at 40 Hz) and a DTAG
(250 Hz) deployed simultaneously on the same animal (Fig. 2). The
four data streams were comparable in both amplitude and inflection
for both high- and low-speed events. The CATS tag detached earlier
than the DTAG, first sliding back near the flukes. The faster speeds
traveled by the peduncle while oscillating were recorded on the
CATS tag as a 1 m s−1 difference in speed between the two tags
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Speed measurements from deployments of a CATS tag (bw1408062) and a DTAG (bw14_218a) on a blue whale. (A) Both tag locations.
(B) Video from CATS tag shows initial tag position near the pectoral flipper.
(C) Five metrics of animal speed (JJ, jiggle; FN, flow noise; OCDR, orientationcorrected depth rate when |pitch|>45 deg) smoothed with a 1 s running mean
filter showing comparable magnitudes and inflections. (D) The CATS tag
slipped to the peduncle. The difference in amplitude of speed measured from
the two tags reflects the increased peduncle motion during fluking; at the
conclusion of fluking, the two metrics return to comparable values. OCDR
during fluking is an unreliable metric of speed because of large oscillations
when the travel direction does not coincide with animal pitch. The new position
of the CATS tag is shown in E and the perspective from the tag video is shown
in F.
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Fig. 3. Speed calculated from accelerometer motion and acoustic flow
noise during the presence of other acoustic noise. Acceleration deviation is
the z-axis deviation from a 0.4 s running mean of the accelerometer signal. JJ,
jiggle; FN, flow noise. Spectrograms produced using Triton (Wiggins, 2003);
dB values are self-referenced in the acoustic spectrograms. (A) A blue whale
(bw14_262b) with stereotypical A and B calls (Thompson et al., 1996)
recorded on the hydrophone and the accelerometer. Type A calls had most of
their acoustic energy in the harmonics that overlapped with the filtered
frequencies and showed dramatic increases in flow noise-derived speed.
Accelerometer spectrogram is a 250 point FFT with 25% overlap. Acoustic data
were downsampled to 8 kHz, and displayed using a 7000 point FFT with 25%
overlap. (B) A humpback whale (mn151012-7) with 10 bioacoustic events.
Events viii and ix were low-frequency vocalizations common to humpback
whales in the NE Pacific (Fournet et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 1986). Event ix
was apparent in both the accelerometer and hydrophone signal.
Accelerometer spectrogram used a 200 point FFT with 50% overlap. Acoustic
data were recorded at 22.05 kHz and are displayed using an 8192 point FFT
with 25% overlap.

(Aguilar Soto et al., 2008). Typical test deployments (e.g. Fig. 1) did
not approach the maximum measurable speed. For this example, a
jiggle amplitude of 2 g would have correlated with a speed of
9.1 m s−1 (17.7 kn), and a full range amplitude of 4 g would have
correlated with a speed of 11.0 m s−1. These values are above the
normal swim speeds of most marine mammals and fish (Block et al.,
1992) and within the theoretical range of maximum speeds (10–
15 m s−1) for cavitation-free swimming for lunate-tailed fish and
mammals (Iosilevskii and Weihs, 2008; Svendsen et al., 2016). As
clipping was more commonly observed in smaller animals, we
recommend increasing accelerometer range to ±4 g for non-baleen
whale deployments, though in some systems this may reduce the
sensitivity.
The minimum detectable speed for the jiggle method of
∼0.9 m s−1 captures the mean swimming speed of 87% of the
species reviewed by Sato et al. (2007). To detect slower swim
speeds using the jiggle method, however, multiple accelerometers
with different sensitivities could be used within the same tag.
Alternatively, a dedicated device such as a semi-rigid antenna or
dome that would vibrate or exhibit omnidirectional displacement in
flow could be more sensitive to lower-speed flows. Currently, lower
swim speeds are best measured by propeller-based systems (e.g.
Sato et al., 2003).
Like any process that relies on models to make predictions
outside of the observed data, the jiggle method has error associated
with extrapolation from regression. Nevertheless, two tags on the
same animal gave nearly identical speeds using the jiggle method
(Fig. 2), with a mean difference between tags for data below 20 m
of 0.16±0.14 m s−1. Additionally, substantial variance in the
regression is likely due to inaccuracies in the OCDR metric,
particularly during active stroking periods when pitch may deviate
from the direction of forward travel (e.g. a 45 deg pitch with a 10 deg
offset from the actual direction of travel would result in OCDR
errors of 19%). When speed was measured in the flow tank, jiggle
amplitude was more tightly correlated with speed (mean R 2 values
were 0.97±0.02 at the frequency range and axis with the highest
correlation).
A final implication of the accelerometer–speed relationship is that
biologically relevant signals may be obfuscated by high-frequency
accelerometer sampling during high-speed events, and caution
should be used when analyzing accelerometer signals [e.g.
accelerometer jerk (Simon et al., 2012; Ydesen et al., 2014) and
acoustic calls (Goldbogen et al., 2014)] that could occur
simultaneously with high-speed events. Additionally, animals that
do not themselves experience forces above a typical accelerometer
sensitivity of ±2 g may nevertheless have datasets with clipped
accelerometer readings due to tag jiggle at high speed, and these
periods should be scrutinized to ensure that orientation estimation is
not affected during these biologically important high-speed events.
In conclusion, our analysis provides a greater ability to predict and
understand these periods of high-amplitude accelerometer signals
that have previously been treated as background noise (Saddler
et al., 2017; Stimpert et al., 2015), and details a method for utilizing
these signals to estimate animal speed over a considerable range
of values.
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Fig. S1- Jiggle amplitude (A&B) and flow noise
amplitude (C) for tags in a flow tank as
functions of time and frequency as flow speed
increases. Data in panels B & C were collected
simultaneously. Position A-D refer to Figure 4.
Spectrograms produced and spectral levels
calculated using Triton; dB values are selfreferenced in the acoustic spectrograms since the
appropriate calibration transfer functions were
unknown.
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Fig. S1
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Fig. S2- Exponential regressions of
accelerometer jiggle amplitude versus median
flow speed in a recirculating flow tank for two
tags in four different tag orientations. The
Acousonde had larger variation in model
coefficients for different tag orientations
whereas the CATS tag, with a more symmetrical
profile was more resilient to tag orientation
differences. The tags are pictured with a 10 cm
ruler for scale. A) Acousonde z-axis
accelerometer jiggle. B) CATS tag (type m, see
Cade et al. 2016) z-axis accelerometer jiggle.
C) CATS tag (type p2) pictured in the four
tested orientations, yellow arrows indicate the
direction of the front of the tag. All plots show
the jiggle calculated in the 10-19.9 Hz
bandwidth. Small dots are calculated jiggle
amplitudes while big dots (on which the
regression was run) result from subtracting the
jiggle amplitude associated with tank vibrations.
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Fig. S2-
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Fig. S3
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Fig. S3- Coefficients of determination (R2) for calibration curves resulting from in vitro and in situ tests
and the final results for 25 deployments (last column). A-D refer to different tag positions (Figure 3), 4
refers to a single calibration curve for all 4 positions. In vitro data shown is for curves regressing the
magnitude of all three axes versus the median flow speed over a one minute period. X-Z are calibration
curves from the jiggle in each axis separately, and M is the calibration curve for the magnitude of all three
axes. Tag type are arranged by color. In situ results are only for baleen whale species.
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Movies

Movie 2- Multi-axis jiggling is apparent from camera motion during this deployment on a humpback
whale (deployment mn161117-10) when the animal moves at high speed preceding a breach. Clipping of
the accelerometer signal is apparent in the 10-90 Hz speed signal (green line), but if the jiggle signal is
filtered at a higher frequency, the effect of clipping can be mitigated though not eliminated.
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Movie 1- A CATS video tag in the experimental flow tank. Z-axis motion is apparent.

